Contrast sensitivity and contrast discrimination were evaluated in six males with X-linked retinoschisis (XLRS), a form of earlyonset macular degeneration, using testing paradigms designed to favor either the magnocellular (MC) or parvocellular (PC) pathway. Compared to a group of age-similar control observers, the patients with XLRS showed a pronounced loss of contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequencies, consistent with their reduced visual acuities. At low spatial frequencies, the patientsÕ deficits were greater under conditions favoring the MC pathway, for both contrast sensitivity and contrast discrimination. The pattern of contrast sensitivity loss shown by the patients with XLRS could be simulated in control observers by testing at a parafoveal locus, although by optical coherence tomography, none of the patients with XLRS had eccentric fixation. The pattern of findings indicates that the foveas of patients with XLRS functionally resemble the normal parafoveal retina.
Introduction
X-linked retinoschisis (XLRS) is one of the most common types of early-onset macular degeneration in males (reviewed by Tantri et al., 2004) . The fundus of patients with XLRS is characterized typically by bilateral microcystic changes that extend throughout the foveal region. In approximately 50% of patients, there is also a peripheral retinal schisis. The schisis occurs at the level of the nerve fiber and ganglion cell layers (Condon, Brownstein, Wang, Kearns, & Ewing, 1986; Manschot, 1972; Yanoff, Rahn, & Zimmerman, 1968) .
XLRS is caused by mutations in the RS1 gene (The Retinoschisis Consortium, 1998) . RS1 is a gene that codes for retinoschisin, a protein that is normally secreted by rod and cone photoreceptors (Grayson et al., 2000; Molday, Hicks, Sauer, Weber, & Molday, 2001) . Retinoschisin is involved in interactions/adhesions among photoreceptors, bipolar cells, and Mü ller cells, and appears to be necessary for the development and maintenance of the cytoarchitectural integrity of the retina, as well as for normal synaptic development (Mooy et al., 2002; Reid, Yamashita, & Farber, 2003; Weber et al., 2002) . The cellular mislocalization and/or defective secretion of retinoschisin that occurs in XLRS (Wang et al., 2002; Wu & Molday, 2003) leads to the production of the foveal cysts that are characteristic of this disease.
Although the genetic defect has been identified in XLRS and possible therapeutic interventions are being proposed (e.g., Zeng et al., 2004) , there is limited information about the nature of the visual performance deficits that can occur in patients with XLRS. The most common clinical presentation in XLRS is a reduced visual acuity (Tantri et al., 2004) . However, another important aspect of visual performance is the ability to discern variations in contrast, which forms the basis for an accurate perception of the visual environment. A reduction in sensitivity to contrast differences can potentially lead to difficulty in performing tasks of everyday life (e.g., Haymes, Guest, Heyes, & Johnston, 1996; Szlyk et al., 2001; Turano, Gurschat, Stahl, & Massof, 1999) . Therefore, it is of interest to define the contrast processing abilities of patients with XLRS in order to better understand the nature of their visual deficit. Further, a better understanding of contrast processing in XLRS patients may help clarify the relationship between the gene defect and the underlying pathophysiology responsible for the clinical phenotype, and may aid in the evaluation of potential therapeutic regimens.
Contrast encoding within the visual system is thought to be mediated by two processing streams with different response properties: the magnocellular (MC) and parvocellular (PC) pathways (Kaplan, Lee, & Shapley, 1990; Lee, 1996; Merigan & Maunsell, 1993) . At the level of the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), the MC pathway has a high contrast gain and saturates at relatively low levels of contrast. By comparison, the PC pathway has a more linear contrast response function that extends to high contrast levels. It is presumed that the MC pathway is involved in the detection and discrimination of briefly presented, achromatic patterns of low contrast, whereas the PC pathway is thought to mediate visual resolution and chromatic processing (reviewed by Lennie, 2003) .
The aim of the present study was to clarify the nature of contrast processing deficits in patients with XLRS within the context of the MC and PC pathways. Two testing paradigms were used: ''steady-pedestal '' and ''pulsed-pedestal,' ' that are presumed to bias performance toward the MC and PC pathways, respectively (Leonova, Pokorny, & Smith, 2003; Pokorny & Smith, 1997) . The steady-pedestal paradigm consists of the brief presentation of a test stimulus against a continuously presented luminance pedestal. This paradigm is thought to favor the MC pathway, at least at low to intermediate spatial frequencies and large target sizes, because the test target is presented only briefly. The pulsed-pedestal paradigm consists of the simultaneous brief presentation of a test stimulus and luminance pedestal. This paradigm is thought to favor the PC pathway because the abrupt onset of the luminance pedestal saturates the MC pathway.
Two different testing protocols were employed in the present study. In the first protocol, based on that of Leonova et al. (2003) , the task was to judge the orientation of a D6 pattern (sixth spatial derivative of a Gaussian) at a range of spatial frequencies, with stimuli presented according to the steady-pedestal and pulsed-pedestal paradigms. The second protocol, which involved contrast discrimination, was based on the procedure of Pokorny and Smith (1997) . The task was to identify the position of the pedestal square with a different contrast within a 4-square pedestal array, also using the steady-pedestal and pulsed-pedestal paradigms. Previous studies of contrast processing in patients with retinitis pigmentosa (RP) suggested that the D6 and 4-pedestal protocols may not provide equivalent information about sensitivity losses within the MC and PC pathways (Alexander, Barnes, Fishman, Pokorny, & Smith, 2004; Alexander, Pokorny, Smith, Fishman, & Barnes, 2001) , so both protocols were employed here. As an additional measure of contrast processing, the large-letter contrast sensitivity of the patients with XLRS was measured at a fixed letter size, using a Pelli-Robson chart.
Methods

Observers
Six unrelated male patients with XLRS participated in the study. Their ages and visual characteristics are given in Table 1 . The patients had the typical symptoms and signs of XLRS, including a reduced visual acuity, a reduced b-wave to a-wave amplitude ratio in the full-field ERG of both the rod and cone systems, and microcystic lesions within the fovea that had a radial, spoke-like appearance. The foveal lesions were approximately 5°-6°in diameter. Two patients (Nos. 1 and 2) also had peripheral schisis-like changes, predominantly in the inferior temporal quadrant. The peripheral visual field restrictions corresponded to the clinically observed peripheral regions of schisis. Molecular genetic information was available for three of the patients (Table 1 ). All patients with XLRS underwent optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging of the macular region with an OCT3 (Stratus) commercial instrument (Humphrey Instruments, San Leandro, CA), using procedures described elsewhere (Apushkin, Fishman, & Janowicz, 2005) . By OCT, all patients had stable foveal fixation in the tested eye, which was the eye with the better visual acuity.
A total of 33 visually normal control observers (23 females, 10 males; age range, 22-60 years) participated in the various experiments described below. Ten of these observers participated in more than one experiment. Experiment 1 included 10 control observers (8 females, 2 males; age range, 23-57 years). The main part of Experiment 2 involved 20 control observers (12 females, 8 males; age range, 24-60 years). Eight control observers (5 females, 3 males; age range 22-47 years) participated in a subpart of Experiment 2 in which contrast thresholds were measured for a range of pedestal luminances; 3 control observers participated in both parts of Exper-iment 2. Experiment 3 employed 5 control observers (4 females, 1 male; age range 23-57 years); 4 of these observers participated in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 3. The various experiments were performed in separate sessions. Appropriate institutional review board approval was obtained, and the experiments were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each observer. All observers were remunerated for their participation.
Instrumentation
All stimuli were generated by a Macintosh computer (PowerPC 7500/100; Apple, Cupertino, CA) and were presented on an Apple high-resolution gray-scale display. A 10-bit video board (Thunderpower 30/1600; Radius, Sunnyvale, CA) and a linearized lookup table controlled the stimulus luminances, which were calibrated with a photometer (LS-110; Minolta, Japan).
General procedure
Prior to the psychophysical testing, the visual acuity of all observers was assessed with a Distance Visual Acuity Test (Lighthouse International, New York, NY) and letter contrast sensitivity was measured with a Pelli-Robson Contrast Sensitivity Chart (Haag-Streit, Koeniz, Switzerland), using procedures described previously (Alexander, Derlacki, & Fishman, 1995) . The psychophysical testing procedure was then explained and observers were given a brief practice series. The test stimuli were viewed monocularly with the natural pupil through the best optical correction in a phoropter at a test distance of 1 m. The observer initiated each trial by pressing a button on a response pad (GamePad; Gravis, San Mateo, CA). After a brief warning tone, the stimulus was presented, and the observer recorded his/ her response by pressing the corresponding button on the response pad. There was no correlation between the patientsÕ log letter Fig. 1 represent the large-letter contrast sensitivities and log MAR values of a group of patients with RP whose visual acuities were within the range of the XLRS patients (from Alexander, Barnes, & Fishman, 2003) . The patients with RP had a substantial reduction in both log contrast sensitivity and log MAR, and there was a statistically significant correlation between these two measures (r = À0.74, p < 0.05). Thus, the contrast sensitivities of these two patient groups were quite different, despite the similarity in their visual acuity values.
Experiment 1: Spatial contrast sensitivity functions for D6 patterns
The letter contrast sensitivities shown in Fig. 1 were obtained using Sloan letters that were of a fixed, relatively large size (Snellen equivalent of 20/640). At the viewing distance of 1 m, this corresponds to a spatial frequency of approximately 0.9 cycles per degree (cpd). Further, the letters were presented for an unlimited duration. With long target durations and low spatial frequencies, contrast sensitivity tends to be equivalent whether stimulus conditions emphasize the MC or the PC pathway (Alexander et al., 2003; Pokorny & Smith, 1997) . Consequently, either of the two pathways could have mediated the letter contrast sensitivity of the patients with XLRS. The purpose of Experiment 1 was to evaluate the contrast sensitivity of the patients with XLRS across a range of spatial frequencies, under conditions designed to target the MC and PC pathways specifically.
Method
The stimuli were identical to those used in a previous study (Alexander et al., 2004) and are illustrated in Fig.  2 . The test stimulus was a one-dimensional D6 pattern, which has a spatial frequency bandwidth of approximately 1 octave at half-height (Swanson & Wilson, 1985) . The D6 pattern was defined by a sixth spatial derivative of a Gaussian in one direction and a Gaussian in the orthogonal direction. The space constant of the orthogonal Gaussian was a constant proportion of the peak spatial frequency of the D6 pattern and was chosen such that the test target was approximately circular.
The test target was presented in the center of a square luminance pedestal that subtended 7.6°on a side and had a luminance of 12.5 cd/m 2 . The pedestal in turn was presented in the center of a steady adapting field that subtended 10.5°horizontally by 9.1°vertically and had a luminance of 25 cd/m 2 . As illustrated in Fig.  2 , the pedestal produced a luminance decrement, which was 0.3 log unit below the adapting field luminance. The remainder of the screen (vertical bars with a width of 0.6°to either side of the adapting field) was set to 20 cd/m 2 (80% of the adapting field luminance). Fixation was guided by 4 thin black diagonal lines that extended from the edges of the pedestal to a region just outside the D6 pattern. The D6 pattern was of positive contrast, such that the maximum luminance occurred in the center. The contrast C of the D6 pattern was defined as:
where L peak refers to the maximum luminance of the D6 pattern, and L pedestal refers to the luminance of the pedestal on which it was presented (Swanson & Wilson, 1985) .
Procedure
Two testing paradigms were used. In the steady-pedestal paradigm ( Fig. 2A) , the luminance pedestal was presented continuously. During the test period, the D6 pattern was presented briefly against the luminance pedestal. In the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (Fig. 2B ), the luminance pedestal and D6 pattern were presented briefly and simultaneously during the test period. For both paradigms, the test stimulus duration was 45 ms (3 video frames), except for XLRS Patient 6, for whom the duration was 60 ms (4 video frames). This longer duration was within the range of complete temporal summation for control observers for both paradigms (Alexander et al., 2003; Pokorny & Smith, 1997) , and it was confirmed that this was also the case for Patient 6. To compensate for the increased duration of presentation for Patient 6, his contrast sensitivities were decreased by 0.12 log unit in the analyses. We note, however, that the same conclusions would be drawn if the data of Patient 6 were excluded from consideration.
A 30-second period of adaptation preceded each test condition. The observerÕs task was to judge whether the D6 pattern was vertical or horizontal on each trial. The order of conditions was fixed at 1, 0.5, 2, 4, 0.25, and 8 cpd. Within each condition, the order of the steadyand pulsed-pedestal paradigms was randomized. Thus, there were 12 testing conditions within an experimental session (6 spatial frequencies · 2 paradigms).
Contrast thresholds were measured with a two-alternative forced-choice procedure using an accelerated stochastic approximation (Treutwein, 1995) . There were two randomly interleaved staircases: one for vertical and one for horizontal orientation of the D6 pattern. The staircase steps were defined by the relationship:
where X n is the step size on trial n, c is the initial contrast value, m shift is the cumulative number of reversals, Z n is the observerÕs response (0 or 1), and / is the targeted percent correct value (80% in the present experiment). Each staircase was terminated after the twelfth reversal. The threshold for each orientation was defined as the mean of all data points for that orientation beginning with the sixth reversal. There were no systematic differences between the contrast thresholds for the two stimulus orientations for any of the observers, so the results for the two orientations were averaged.
Results
Typical contrast sensitivity functions for control observers under these test conditions are shown in Fig.  2C , which has been replotted from Alexander et al. (2004) . The contrast sensitivity function for the steadypedestal paradigm (open diamonds) has a low-pass shape, whereas the function for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (filled diamonds) has a band-pass shape, with a peak near 2 cpd. As a result of the shape differences, contrast sensitivity is considerably greater for the steady-pedestal than for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm at low spatial frequencies, and then the functions tend to converge at the highest spatial frequencies. There were statistically significant differences between these mean contrast sensitivity functions for the control observers at all spatial frequencies (t = 21.97, 17.83, 14.63, 8.96, 4 .71, 2.52; all p < 0.05; for 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 cpd, respectively; post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).
As discussed previously (Alexander et al., 2004) , the significant differences between the mean contrast sensitivities for the steady-pedestal and pulsed-pedestal paradigms at low to intermediate spatial frequencies are taken as evidence that, on average, the contrast sensitivities of the control observers were mediated by the MC pathway for the steady-pedestal paradigm and by the PC pathway for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm over this range of spatial frequencies. However, the overlap of the 95% confidence limits for the steadyand pulsed-pedestal paradigms at the two highest spatial frequencies indicates that, for some of the control observers, contrast sensitivities for both paradigms were mediated by the PC pathway under these conditions.
The contrast sensitivity functions of the individual patients with XLRS are presented in Fig. 3 . For clarity, the data have been plotted in two separate graphs. The results for the steady-pedestal paradigm are given at the top of Fig. 3 , and the results for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm are at the bottom. For both paradigms, the patientsÕ contrast sensitivities were within or just below the normal limit at the lowest spatial frequency. However, their contrast sensitivities were reduced considerably below normal at high spatial frequencies for both paradigms. There was a statistically significant correlation For the steady-pedestal paradigm (A), a pedestal square of decremental luminance relative to an adapting field was presented continuously. During the test interval, a D6 pattern was presented briefly (45 ms). For the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (B), the adapting field was presented continuously, and during the test interval, both the D6 pattern and pedestal square were presented simultaneously for 45 ms. For both paradigms, 4 fixation guides (diagonal lines), which terminated just outside the region of the D6 pattern, were shown continuously. The D6 pattern was always of positive contrast and had either a vertical or horizontal orientation, chosen randomly on each trial. (C) Mean log contrast sensitivity as a function of log spatial frequency for the control observers for the steady-pedestal (open diamonds) and pulsed-pedestal (filled diamonds) paradigms. Error bars represent the 95% confidence limits for the data of the control observers. Linear spatial frequencies are indicated on the top x-axis.
(r = À0.94, p < 0.01) between the patientsÕ log MAR values and the highest spatial frequency at which a contrast sensitivity measure could be obtained in the pulsedpedestal paradigm.
A primary aim of Experiment 1 was to determine whether the loss of contrast sensitivity was equivalent for the MC and PC pathways. To address this issue, we derived the log sensitivity ratios for the steady-and pulsed-pedestal contrast sensitivities at the 3 spatial frequencies for which contrast sensitivities were measurable for all patients with XLRS (i.e., 0.25, 0.5, and 1 cpd). The mean log sensitivity ratios for the patients with XLRS and the control observers are presented in Fig. 4 . These log ratios represent the vertical distance between the contrast sensitivity functions for the steadyand pulsed-pedestal paradigms that are plotted in Fig. 3 .
For the control observers (Fig. 4, diamonds) , the log ratios decreased with increasing spatial frequency, representing the decreasing vertical separation between the steady-and pulsed-pedestal contrast sensitivities as spatial frequency increased. In Fig. 4 , log ratios near zero (dashed line) would indicate that the PC pathway mediated contrast sensitivity for both testing paradigms. Log ratios that lie below the control values would represent a relatively greater sensitivity loss for the steady-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater sensitivity loss within the MC pathway), whereas data points above the control values would represent a greater sensitivity loss for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater sensitivity loss within the PC pathway). By a repeated-measures ANOVA, the mean log ratios of the patients with XLRS were significantly lower than those of the control observers at all three spatial frequencies (F = 26.27, p < 0.001). Further, there was a significant interaction between group and spatial frequency (F = 3.38, p < 0.05), indicating that the patientsÕ relative sensitivity loss for the steady-pedestal paradigm was greatest at 1 cpd. According to this analysis, then, the patients with XLRS showed a greater sensitivity loss for conditions that favored the MC pathway over this range of low spatial frequencies. Fig. 4 . Mean log contrast sensitivity ratios for the steady-pedestal vs. pulsed-pedestal paradigms for the control observers (dotted open diamonds) and patients with XLRS (dotted filled circles) at the three spatial frequencies for which contrast sensitivity was measurable for all patients with XLRS. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean (SEM). The horizontal dashed line indicates equal contrast sensitivities for the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms. Linear spatial frequencies are indicated on the top x-axis. As indicated by the arrows and text, data points below the values of the control observers indicate a greater sensitivity loss for the steady-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater deficit within the MC pathway), whereas data points above the values of the control observers indicate a greater sensitivity loss for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater deficit within the PC pathway). Fig. 3 . Spatial contrast sensitivity functions of the individual patients with XLRS for the steady-pedestal (top) and pulsed-pedestal (bottom) paradigms. Dashed lines indicate that a contrast sensitivity measurement was attempted, but the contrast threshold exceeded the maximum available contrast of 0.97 (log sensitivity of 0.01). Light and dark shaded regions indicate the 95% confidence limits for the data of the control observers for the steady-pedestal and pulsed-pedestal paradigms, respectively, replotted from Fig. 2 . Linear spatial frequencies are indicated on the top x-axis.
Experiment 2: Contrast discrimination with a 4-pedestal array
The aim of Experiment 2 was to examine further the conclusion that the patients with XLRS showed a greater deficit in contrast processing under conditions favoring the MC pathway. Experiment 2 employed a 4-pedestal contrast discrimination protocol that was introduced by Pokorny and Smith (1997) . In studies of contrast processing in patients with RP (Alexander et al., , 2004 , the D6 and 4-pedestal protocols did not provide equivalent estimates of relative sensitivity losses within the MC and PC pathways. However, different groups of patients with RP were tested using the two different protocols. Therefore, we examined whether the D6 and 4-pedestal protocols would yield equivalent results when the same patients with XLRS were tested using both protocols.
Method
The test stimuli were identical to those used previously and are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The pedestal was an array of four squares, with each square subtending 1°of visual angle, separated by 9.2 0 . The four squares were presented within a steady surround that subtended 12°horizontally by 9°verti-cally and filled the region between the squares. A black fixation dot 9.2 0 in width was presented in the center of the display at all times. The surround luminance was held constant at 25 cd/m 2 . In the steady-pedestal paradigm (Fig. 5A) , the four pedestal squares were presented continuously. During a trial, the test square, chosen randomly, was incremented briefly in luminance following a warning tone. In the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (Fig. 5B) , the four pedestal squares were presented only during the test trial, following a warning tone, with one square having a higher luminance than the other three. The test stimulus duration was 30 ms (2 video frames) for all observers. The task was to identify the location of the pedestal square that differed in contrast from the other three.
Prior to testing, the contrast discrimination procedure was explained and observers were given a practice series. A 30-s period of adaptation preceded each test condition. The observer initiated each trial by pressing a button on a response pad. Following the test stimulus presentation, a black cross appeared in the center of the display, and the observer pressed the appropriate diagonal portion of a joystick button to move the cross to the outer corner of the chosen square. The observer then pressed a response button to confirm the choice, and pressed the same button again to initiate the next trial.
Thresholds were measured using a 4-alternative forced-choice adaptive staircase procedure with no feedback. The initial staircase step was set at a fixed contrast level that was easily visible to all observers, based on pilot work. The step size was then halved until a (A) (B) (C) Fig. 5. (A, B) Stimulus display for the 4-pedestal contrast discrimination protocol of Experiment 2. For the steady-pedestal paradigm (A), a 4-square pedestal array was presented continuously surrounding a black fixation dot. A decremental pedestal is illustrated here, but both incremental and decremental pedestals were used. During the test interval, one of the squares was incremented briefly (30 ms) in luminance. For the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (B), a black fixation dot was presented continuously in the center of a homogeneous adapting field. During the test interval, a 4-square pedestal array was presented briefly (30 ms), with one square of a higher luminance than the other three. (C) Mean contrast discrimination thresholds for the steady-pedestal (open squares) and pulsed-pedestal (filled squares) paradigms as a function of pedestal luminance. Error bars represent the 95% confidence limits for the data of the control observers. The diagonal line represents WeberÕs law and passes through the grand mean of the steady-pedestal thresholds. The curves through the filled squares represent the least-squares best fit of Eq. (3) from Pokorny and Smith (1997) . criterion size of 1.56% of the initial step size was reached, and then it remained fixed for the remainder of the staircase. A ''2-down, 1-up'' decision rule was used, in which 2 successive correct responses were required to reduce the contrast, whereas a single incorrect response increased the contrast. This decision rule corresponds to the 71% correct point on a psychometric function (Levitt, 1971) . The staircase was continued until 10 reversals had occurred at the criterion step size. The test conditions were presented in random order. For each condition, the first 2 reversals in each staircase were discarded, and the threshold was defined as the mean of the last 8 staircase reversals.
Results
The typical pattern of contrast discrimination thresholds for control observers as a function of pedestal luminance is presented in Fig. 5C , which has been replotted from Alexander et al. (2001) . The control observers were tested with pedestal luminances of 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 , and 50 cd/m 2 , corresponding to luminance variations in steps of approximately 0.1 log unit below and above the surround luminance. Discrimination thresholds for the steady-pedestal paradigm (open squares) increase with increasing pedestal luminance, with a slope of unity, corresponding to WeberÕs law. For the pulsedpedestal paradigm (filled squares), contrast discrimination thresholds increase as the pedestal array is either incremented (rightmost points) or decremented (leftmost points) relative to the surround (indicated by the arrow on the x-axis), resulting in a V-shaped pattern.
The curves through the mean pulsed-pedestal data of the control observers represent the least-squares best fit of Eq. (3) of Pokorny and Smith (1997) . The Vshaped threshold pattern for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm indicates that discrimination is a function of the contrast signal between the pedestal and the surround. When the luminance of the pulsed-pedestal was equal to that of the surround, the pulsed-pedestal paradigm is equivalent to the steady-pedestal paradigm, for which contrast discrimination is presumed to be mediated by the MC pathway.
Due to time constraints, the patients with XLRS were tested only at pedestal luminances of 12.5 and 50 cd/m 2 , which provide the greatest threshold difference between the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms. A summary of the results is shown in Fig. 6 . This figure plots the relative log threshold elevations of the individual patients with XLRS compared to the normal mean (represented by a relative log threshold elevation of 0) for the steadypedestal paradigm (open symbols) and pulsed-pedestal paradigms (filled symbols), using pedestal luminances that were 0.3 log unit below (left panel) and 0.3 log unit above (right panel) the surround luminance. The shaded regions indicate the 95% confidence limits for the relative log threshold elevations of the control observers for the steady-pedestal paradigm (light shaded regions) and the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (dark shaded regions). One of the patients with XLRS (No. 1) had contrast discrimination thresholds that were within the normal limits for all conditions. For the other five patients with XLRS, however, contrast discrimination thresholds were elevated more for the steady-pedestal paradigm (open symbols) than for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (filled symbols). This was the case at both pedestal luminances.
The data in Fig. 6 show the relative threshold elevations of the patients with XLRS compared to normal for each paradigm separately, but they do not illustrate the relationship between the thresholds for the steadyand pulsed-pedestal paradigms directly. To quantify that relationship, we derived the log threshold ratios for the two paradigms. These log ratios are presented in Fig. 7 , in a format similar to that of Fig. 4 . There was a significant difference between the mean threshold ratios for the patients with XLRS and the control observers at both pedestal luminances (t = 8.31, p < 0.001; t = 3.08, p < 0.01; for pedestal luminances of 15 and 60 cd/m 2 , respectively; post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction). Thus, the patients with XLRS showed a significantly greater sensitivity deficit under conditions favoring the MC pathway, confirming the results of Experiment 1.
Correlations among the three tests of contrast processing
To determine whether there was agreement among the various tests of contrast processing for the patients with XLRS, we compared their Pelli-Robson letter contrast sensitivities, their contrast sensitivities for a D6 pattern of 1 cpd (corresponding approximately to the equivalent spatial frequency of the Pelli-Robson letters), and their contrast thresholds for the 4-pedestal protocol, using a pedestal luminance of 12.5 cd/m 2 (the same pedestal luminance that was used for the D6 contrast sensitivity protocol). As indicated in Table 2 , there was good agreement between the contrast measures obtained using the D6 protocol and those obtained with the 4-pedestal protocol for both the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms. However, the Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivities of the patients with XLRS were not correlated significantly with any of the steady-pedestal or pulsed-pedestal results ( Table 2 , top row of correlation coefficients). Possible explanations for the lack of correlation between large-letter contrast sensitivity and the other measures of contrast processing in the patients with XLRS are considered in Section 7.
Experiment 3: Contrast sensitivity of control observers at a parafoveal locus
Although the patients with XLRS had stable, foveal fixation by OCT, their visual acuities were more similar to those of the normal parafovea. The aim of this experiment was to determine whether the contrast sensitivity deficits of the patients with XLRS could be mimicked in control observers by testing at a parafoveal retinal locus. To address this question, the contrast sensitivity of a group of 5 control observers was measured at an eccentricity of 6.3°in the temporal visual field. At this eccentricity, the normal log MAR value is approximately 0.5 (Gonzalez, Steeves, Kraft, Gallie, & Steinbach, 2002) , which is within the range of the log MAR values of the patients with XLRS (Fig. 1) . The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except that the fixation mark was displaced laterally to the edge of the display monitor to produce the appropriate eccentricity. Fig. 8 presents the mean contrast sensitivities of the 5 control observers for test stimuli presented to the fovea (open and filled diamonds, solid lines) and at the Fig. 7 . Mean log threshold ratios for the pulsed-pedestal vs. steadypedestal paradigm for the control observers (dotted open diamonds) and patients with XLRS (dotted filled circles), for decremental (left data points) and incremental (right data points) pedestal contrasts. The horizontal dashed line indicates equal thresholds for the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms. Error bars represent ±1 SEM. As indicated by the arrows and text, data points below the values of the control observers indicate a greater sensitivity loss for the steady-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater deficit within the MC pathway), whereas data points above the values of the control observers indicate a greater sensitivity loss for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater deficit within the PC pathway). parafoveal location (open and filled triangles, dotted lines). For the steady-pedestal paradigm, contrast sensitivity was reduced significantly across all spatial frequencies at the parafoveal location (t = 2. 46, 3.44, 4.10, 8.10, 9 .90, all p < 0.05; for 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 cpd, respectively; post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction; [contrast sensitivity was unmeasurable at 8 cpd]). The greatest sensitivity reduction occurred at the highest spatial frequency. By comparison, for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm, contrast sensitivity at the three lowest spatial frequencies was equivalent at both retinal locations (t = 0.08, p = 0.94; t = 0.47, p = 0.65; t = 0.10, p = 0.92; for 0.25, 0.5, and 1 cpd, respectively; post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction). Only for spatial frequencies above 1 cpd was contrast sensitivity reduced significantly at the parafoveal locus (t = 5.58, 9.91, p < 0.001; for 2 and 4 cpd, respectively; post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction). Further, the contrast sensitivity functions for the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms converged at a lower spatial frequency when they were measured in the parafovea. At all spatial frequencies, the control observers showed a greater sensitivity loss for the steady-pedestal paradigm than for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (inferred greater sensitivity loss within the MC pathway). The overall pattern of results shown by the control observers at the parafoveal locus (Fig. 8) was quite similar to that of the patients with XLRS (Fig. 3) , in that the greatest sensitivity loss occurred at the highest spatial frequency, and there was a greater sensitivity deficit for the steadypedestal than for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm at low spatial frequencies.
Results
Discussion
This study investigated the contrast processing deficits of a group of patients with XLRS, using steady-pedestal and pulsed-pedestal paradigms that were intended to favor the MC and PC pathways, respectively. The patients with XLRS showed a substantial reduction in contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequencies for both paradigms, consistent with their reduced visual acuities. Further, the patients with XLRS showed a greater performance deficit for the steady-pedestal paradigm for contrast sensitivity at low spatial frequencies (Experiment 1) and for contrast discrimination among a relatively large 4-pedestal array (Experiment 2). This greater deficit for the steady-pedestal paradigm indicates that there is a greater functional impairment within the MC pathway in these patients with XLRS under these test conditions.
The proportionally greater response deficit under conditions favoring the MC pathway occurred whether stimuli were presented at the point of fixation (Experiment 1) or surrounding the fixation point (Experiment 2). Further, as noted in Section 2, the patients with XLRS had stable foveal fixation as evaluated by OCT. Therefore, it is unlikely that the patientsÕ deficits in contrast processing were due to eccentric fixation. Nevertheless, the pattern of contrast sensitivity loss shown by the patients with XLRS (Fig. 3) could be mimicked in visually normal observers by testing at a parafoveal locus (Fig. 8) . This suggests that the foveas of patients with XLRS are functionally similar to the normal parafoveal retina, with its effectively larger spatial grain.
At the parafoveal test locus, the contrast sensitivity functions of the control observers differed in two primary respects from those measured at the fovea (Fig.  8) . First, there was a substantial loss of contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequencies, consistent with a sensitivity loss within the PC pathway compared to the fovea. Second, there was a relatively greater sensitivity loss for the steady-pedestal than for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm at low spatial frequencies. This latter finding indicates, perhaps counterintuitively, that there was a relative deficit within the MC pathway at low spatial frequencies at the parafoveal locus.
This apparent sensitivity deficit within the MC pathway in the parafovea at low spatial frequencies is likely related to the relative shapes of the steady-and pulsedpedestal contrast sensitivity functions. That is, a change in spatial scale has the effect of shifting the contrast sensitivity functions leftward on a log spatial frequency axis. The contrast sensitivity function for the steadypedestal paradigm is low-pass in shape (Fig. 2) , so that a leftward horizontal shift produces a sensitivity loss that increases with increasing spatial frequency. However, the contrast sensitivity function for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm is band-pass in shape (Fig. 2) , so that a leftward horizontal shift produces a relative decrease in sensitivity at high spatial frequencies but a relative increase in sensitivity at low spatial frequencies. If there is also an overall decrease in contrast sensitivity at the eccentric locus, then sensitivity for the steady-pedestal paradigm would be reduced at both low and high spatial frequencies, as seen in Fig. 8 . Sensitivity for the pulsedpedestal paradigm could be the same for the parafovea as for the fovea at low spatial frequencies, but would be severely reduced at high spatial frequencies, as is also observed in Fig. 8 . Therefore, the relative shapes of the contrast sensitivity functions for the steady-and pulsedpedestal paradigms, together with a change in spatial scaling and an overall decrease in contrast sensitivity, can account for the relatively greater sensitivity loss in the parafovea at low spatial frequencies under conditions favoring the MC pathway in the control observers.
A similar pattern of sensitivity loss for control observers (greater for the MC than for the PC pathway) would also be predicted for the 4-pedestal protocol at an eccentric test locus. For example, Smith, Sun, and Pokorny (2001) observed that decreasing the angular subtense of the pedestals within the 4-pedestal array in control observers (analogous to presenting the targets at a more peripheral retinal location) elevated contrast thresholds more for the steady-pedestal paradigm (inferred MC-pathway mediation) than for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm (inferred PC-pathway mediation), due to the different properties of spatial integration for the two paradigms. Therefore, if the foveal region of patients with XLRS has the spatial characteristics of the normal parafovea, as our data suggest, then it is not unexpected that the patientsÕ contrast processing deficits would be relatively greater under conditions favoring the MC pathway at low spatial frequencies and for large pedestal sizes, as we observed in this study.
Of interest, there was no correlation between the patientsÕ large-letter contrast sensitivities and the other measures of contrast processing obtained under similar test conditions (Table 2 ). For example, the letter contrast sensitivities of the patients with XLRS were normal or only slightly reduced (Fig. 1) , despite substantial sensitivity losses for both the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms at an equivalent spatial frequency of approximately 1 cpd (Figs. 3 and 4) . One possible explanation for the patientsÕ relatively normal letter contrast sensitivity is that, because the letters on the Pelli-Robson chart were presented for an extended period of time, letter identification was mediated by the PC pathway, which appeared to be relatively less affected than the MC pathway at intermediate spatial frequencies (Fig. 4) . However, there was no correlation between the patientsÕ Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivities and their contrast sensitivities for the pulsed-pedestal paradigm at an equivalent spatial frequency ( Table 2 ), indicating that this is not likely to be the correct explanation for the apparent discrepancy between their large-letter contrast sensitivity and contrast sensitivity as measured with D6 patterns.
A more likely explanation is that, due to their profound loss of contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequencies (Fig. 3) , the patients with XLRS were required to base their large-letter contrast sensitivity on lower frequency components of the letters than those used by the control observers. That is, letters contain a broad range of object spatial frequencies (cycles per letter [cpl] ) that are potentially available as a basis for letter identification. The specific object frequency band that is used by visually normal observers varies with letter size (reviewed by Majaj, Pelli, Kurshan, & Palomares, 2002) . In particular, there is a shift toward lower object frequencies as letter size approaches the acuity limit (Alexander, Xie, & Derlacki, 1994) . Because of their reduced visual acuities, the patients with XLRS may have used lower-than-normal object frequency components of the letters as a basis for letter identification. For example, rather than using object frequencies near 2.5 cpl, corresponding to a spatial frequency of approximately 0.9 cpd, the patients with XLRS may have used object frequencies closer to 0.7 cpl, corresponding to a spatial frequency of 0.25 cpl, a spatial frequency at which the patients had normal or near-normal contrast sensitivity (Fig. 4) .
The pattern of results obtained from the patients with XLRS differs in several respects from that seen in patients with RP (Alexander et al., , 2004 . Both patient groups had reduced visual acuity. However, largeletter contrast sensitivity was reduced in the patients with RP, but was normal or near-normal in the patients with XLRS. For the patients with RP, contrast discrimination thresholds were elevated more under conditions favoring the MC pathway, similar to what was observed here in patients with XLRS, but the RP patientsÕ loss of contrast sensitivity at low spatial frequencies was equivalent for the steady-and pulsed-pedestal paradigms, rather than greater for the steady-pedestal paradigm, as seen in the patients with XLRS. The explanation for the different pattern of findings in these two patient groups remains to be determined, but it is apparent that these various measures of contrast processing may not provide equivalent information about visual deficits in retinal disease.
Our results do not address the question as to the degree of abnormality of the peripheral retina in patients with XLRS. However, studies of the multifocal ERG (Piao, Kondo, Nakamura, Terasaki, & Miyake, 2003) and flicker perimetry (Hirose, Wolf, & Hara, 1977) in patients with XLRS indicate that the dysfunction of the cone system is not limited to the foveal region in this disorder, but is widespread throughout the retina. This is likely related to a deficiency in retinoschisin, the product of the RS1 gene that is mutated in XLRS. Retinoschisin appears to be necessary for the development and maintenance of the cytoarchitecture and synaptic structure of the retina, including the fovea (Mooy et al., 2002; Reid et al., 2003; Weber et al., 2002) .
In conclusion, the patients with XLRS in this study showed substantial reductions in contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequencies, consistent with their reduced visual acuities. However, they had normal or near-normal contrast sensitivity at very low spatial frequencies, as well as normal or near-normal large-letter contrast sensitivity. An examination of contrast processing under conditions favoring the MC and PC pathways demonstrated that the patients with XLRS had a greater deficit under conditions that emphasized the MC pathway when the targets were of low spatial frequency. The overall pattern of contrast sensitivity loss shown by the patients with XLRS could be mimicked in visually normal observers by testing at a parafoveal retinal locus. This finding indicates that the foveas of patients with XLRS are functionally similar to the normal extrafoveal retina, and is consistent with the proposal that retinoschisin, the gene product that is defective in XLRS, is important in promoting and maintaining the normal architecture of the fovea (Mooy et al., 2002) .
